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This paper explores a lightweight, quantitative audit methodology for transparency disclosures called scrappy audits. It amounts
to little more than treating redundant and repeated disclosures as opportunities for validating quantities. The paper applies two
concrete audits to social media disclosures about content moderation. The first compares legally mandated reports about the sexual
exploitation of minors as disclosed by social media and the national clearinghouse receiving them. The second compares historical
quantities included in platforms’ csv files across two subsequent disclosures of the data. Despite their simplicity, these scrappy audits
are nonetheless effective. Out of 16 surveyed social media platforms, 11 make transparency disclosures about content moderation and
8 meet the prerequisites of one audit. Yet only 4 platforms pass their audits. The paper continues probing the limits of transparency
data by presenting a data-driven overview of the online sexual exploitation of minors. Accordingly, the analysis is particularly careful
to identify threats to validity as well as potentially helpful, but unavailable statistics. Likewise, it identifies major shortcomings of
widely used technologies for the automated detection of images and videos depicting sexual abuse of minors. Overall, the data shows
an alarming growth in such material over the last decade. However, there also are strong indicators that current statistics, which treat
all such material the same, are large and unhelpful overcounts. Notably, many technical violations of the law, e.g., teenagers sexting,
are not necessarily grounded in actual harm to minors but still reported as such.

CCS Concepts: • Social and professional topics → Computing / technology policy; • Information systems → Social net-
working sites.

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: social media, content moderation, transparency reporting, audit, minor safety, sexual exploitation
of minors, child sexual exploitation, child sexual abuse material, CSAM, CyberTipline, National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children, NCMEC, teenage sexting

1 INTRODUCTION

The work described in this paper started with the question: Can an interested individual, without institutional back-
ing and without privileged access to social media platforms, make an objective determination about the accuracy of
transparency disclosures on content moderation? While the question’s preconditions reflect the author’s status as in-
dependent researcher, the question has broader relevance, applying to people interested in performing open source
intelligence or strengthening civil society just as well. By exploring the limits of individual agency, the question may
have broader relevance still. But the posture of underdog fighting corporate behemoths would also be misleading,
since the author worked as a software engineer for Facebook from 2018 to 2019. However, the author did not work on
content moderation and does not retain any financial interest in the firm.

One strategy for identifying such scrappy audits is to look for redundant and repeated disclosures of the same
metric, whether by the same organization or different ones. While conceptually simple, comparisons of redundant and
repeated disclosures also are powerful: Every divergence is a true positive error. This paper explores two such scrappy
audits for social media transparency disclosures. The first compares so-called CyberTipline report counts disclosed
by social media with those by the national clearinghouse receiving the reports, the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children or ncmec. The second compares the historical data included in csv files from subsequent reporting
periods. If that seems too obvious to check, it isn’t. The author realized the potential after inadvertently using Meta’s
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2 Robert Grimm

csv file for q3 2022 instead of q2 2022 and tracing inconsistent analysis results: 113 out of 2,633 or 4.3% of quantities
in the two csv files differ, 77 of them dating back to q4 2020.

Neither of the two audits requires more than a computer capable of running basic data analysis tasks—datasets easily
fit into memory and the most “complex” math in this paper is a least-squares-fit over a log function—as well as as some
time and attention to detail while extracting statistics from html and pdf files to make them machine-readable. In
case of disclosures about the sexual exploitation of minors, you wouldn’t even need the latter. All code and data have
been publicly released.1 In short, the two audits definitely qualify as scrappy and enable interested individuals to do
their own research—without all the downsides so often associated with just that phrase. Yet despite the methodology’s
simplicity, this type of investigation still is novel. Besides a parallel investigation comparing transparency disclosures
under the eu’s Digital Services Act and the corresponding statements of reasons database statistics [137], we are not
aware of similar studies.

The audits also are effective. Out of 16 surveyed social media platforms, 11 make transparency disclosures about
content moderation and 8 meet the prerequisites of one audit each. Yet only 4 platforms pass their audits. That’s pretty
remarkable since all but one of the surveyed platforms have been operational for at least a decade and engage in
surveillance capitalism [149]. In other words, they should excel at the data collection and analysis tasks necessary for
transparency disclosures. Yet the failures are substantial. Notably, in the case of Meta’s csv files, differences for the
previous quarter might, in theory, stem from corrections applied after the quarterly reporting deadline. But irl, seven
successive pairs of quarters have substantial differences across all kinds of metrics dating back up to two years. Hence
Facebook and Instagram clearly fail that audit.

This paper makes three contributions. First, previous audits of social media tranparency disclosures focus either on
overall scope and semantics of such disclosures includingmetrics or comparemeasured user experiencewith platforms’
claims [1, 23, 44, 129, 143]. That also seems to be the case for the two audits Meta commissioned [12, 84, 111, 118]. As far
as we know, the focus on auditing the data itself is unique to this work. It also is complementary to previous work and
thereby contributes towards a more holistic understanding of social media transparency disclosures. Second, a critical
preparatory aspect of the work was the curation of transparency data in machine-readable form and the development
of the analysis code. Both have been released as open source.2 Third, right-wing activists have been instrumentalizing
the sexual exploitation of minors as a political cudgel [16, 39, 45, 115]. To counter their manipulative appeals to strong
emotions, we provide an evidence-based overview of what transparency disclosures tell us about the online sexual
exploitation of minors, with a focus on social media from 2019 to 2022. Along the way, we are careful to identify
threats to validity and topics missing entirely from the data, while also validating previously published work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

2.1 US Law

Chapter 110 of 18 us Code [140], the United States’ primary criminal code, concerns the “sexual exploitation and other
abuse of children” (the chapter’s title) and prohibits grooming children (§2251), selling or buying children (§2251a),
the production, distribution, and possession of sexually explicit imagery involving minors (§2252) including child
pornography (§2252a) even in other countries (§2260), and tricking minors into accessing harmful materials with
misleading domain names (§2252b) or page contents (§2252c). As long as providers of electronic services immediately
report such activities andmaterials toncmec’s CyberTipline (§2258a), it explicitly limits their civil and criminal liability
1https://github.com/apparebit/intransparent
2See footnote 1

https://github.com/apparebit/intransparent
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(§2258b), which otherwise includes criminal (§2253) and civil forfeiture (§2254) as well as mandatory restitution (§2259)
in addition to long prison sentences, e.g., 5–20 years for the first violation of §2252a and 15–40 years for subsequent
violations.

Chapter 110 also establishes ncmec as a clearinghouse for information about the sexual exploitation of minors. It
requires ncmec to forward CyberTipline reports to suitable law enforcement agencies (domestic and foreign alike,
§2258a). It also authorizes ncmec to collect hashes and other identifying information for reported imagery and share
that information with service providers (§2258c). That puts ncmec into a rather unique position. It works closely with
both industry and law enforcement. Similarly, while its role is established through the United States criminal code,
the organization itself is a private non-profit corporation. The Congressional Research Service has documented the
relevant background and history [41]. As far as CyberTipline reports are concerned, the documentation for the bulk
api used by electronic service providers is public [104]. Furthermore, individual reports have been disclosed in the
course of legal proceedings, of course without any attachments [89, 90].

2.2 Transparency Reporting and Audits

Transparency disclosures about contentmoderation—and hence the need for auditing them—are a relatively recent phe-
nomenon emerging from the confluence of three trends. First, news of Russia’s covert disinformation campaign during
the 2016 us presidential election [44], the spread of medical and public-health misinformation during the covid-19 pan-
demic [20, 42, 47], misinformation during the 2020 us presidential election and the subsequent attempted coup [67, 124],
as well as the trove of Meta’s internal documents released by Frances Haugen [19, 31] kept reminding the public of
social media’s corrosive influence and increasing demands for better accountability about content moderation [50, 76].
Increasing use of algorithmic decision systems, notably at the beginning of the pandemic, only intensified the pressure
on social media [120].

Second, while researchers used to have broad api-based access to platform data including individual posts, social
media firms severely restricted or phased out bulk access in the aftermath of the scandal caused by Cambridge Ana-
lytica siphoning huge amounts of user data from Facebook [14, 113, 144]. When ai startups leveraged, amongst many
other sources, Reddit’s and Twitter’s content for training large language models, the affected platforms responded by
instituting hefty charges for access to remaining apis, making them unaffordable even for most commercial applica-
tions [66].

Third, internet platforms originally started making transparency reports to hold governments accountable after Ed-
ward Snowden’s leak of secret government documents revealed extensive communications surveillance by the United
States’ clandestine services in cooperation with their Australian, British, and Canadian counterparts. After Google
released its “Government Requests Tool” in 2010, other internet platforms started making similar disclosures [138].
By now, all but three of the 16 platforms surveyed for this article regularly disclose government requests for user
information as well as content removal.

Etsy was the first internet platform to release a transparency report about content moderation in 2015. Two years
later, Germany’s NetzDG law required them for actions performed in response to its dedicated flaggingmechanism [138].
YouTube was the first social media platform to release a transparency report about content moderation in 2018, fol-
lowed by Facebook and Twitter that same year, Reddit in 2019, and Pinterest, Snap, as well as TikTok in 2021 [10, 148].
While some civil society organizations have been content at simply tracking firms that make any transparency disclo-
sures [1, 129], the Santa Clara Principles, released in 2018 and revised in 2021, capture the civil society consensus on
best practices [2]. At least Reddit and Twitter acknowledged as much by paying lip service to the Santa Clara Principles
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in their transparency disclosures [114, 139]. Alas, no social media platform comes even close to complying with them
irl [141].

That is not surprising given that transparency disclosures about content moderation, unlike earlier disclosures about
government requests, always played a more ambiguous role. While academics and civil society would like to treat
them as an accountability mechanism, social media also treat them as a means for deflecting criticism. Hence Meta’s
and Twitter’s disclosures prominently highlight seemingly random metrics that make them look good. Meanwhile
Reddit can’t commit to the metrics it discloses, changing some of them every reporting period. Reddit also managed to
bamboozle the Electronic Frontier Foundation into believing that it provided notifications for all its content takedowns
when it simply doesn’t [23, 54].

The obvious means for addressing the low quality and disparity of transparency disclosures would seem to be legal
mandates. However, so far, extreme polarization and the resulting political gridlock in Washington, dc have proven
stronger. Judging by the Harvard Law Review debate about the straw man of a non-existent “standard picture” for
content moderation [27, 71, 73, 87], American legal scholars are just as gridlocked.

Meanwhile the eu has been moving ahead with comprehensive regulation of the technology industry, leading to
the Brussels effect [11]. For purposes of this paper, the relevant law is the Digital Services Act or dsa [34]. To achieve
its goal of creating “a safer digital space,” the law places comprehensive obligations on platforms with respect to
identifying and managing systemic risks, flagging illegal content, fairness and transparency of content moderation,
assured compliance with the act, and so on. At the same time, the dsa is designed to be proportionate and differentiates
by service functionality—from all intermediary services to hosting services to online platforms—and service size—from
small to regular to very large—with small services generally exempted and very large online platforms having the most
obligations. Additionally, requirements were gradually phased in between November 2022 and February 2024.

Critically, the dsa mandates that online platforms including social media notify users of content moderation de-
cisions and provide a statement of reason or sor. Furthermore, it requires that online platforms make at least yearly
transparency disclosures with aggregate information in machine-readable form in addition to submitting those same
statements of reasons “without undue delay” to the eu Commission’s database at https://transparency.dsa.ec.europa.eu.
Very large online platforms also need to identify and mitigate systemic risks (arguably the dsa’s most flexible and sub-
stantial instrument), provide accredited researchers with access to their data, and submit to external audits for their
overall compliance with the dsa.

The inclusion of audits in the dsa’s obligations prompted civil society organizations to explore audits and their
methodologies [3, 4, 9, 21, 83]. Alas, the eu Commisssion sidestepped questions about the details of audit methodology
in its final rules by largely focusing on the elaboration of platform and audit risks [32]. Interestingly, a first examination
of the statements of reasons database shows distinct degrees of compliance and significant divergence from initial dsa
transparency disclosures, thus pointing to more opportunities for scrappy audits [137].

Meta’s two voluntary audits of its transparency disclosures nicely illustrate how scope determines effectiveness. The
first audit questioned a panel of academic experts on suitable metrics and resulted in an informative, well-reasoned
document [12, 111]. The second audit asked certified public accountants to review “Meta’s management assertion” of
the transparency disclosures for q4 2021 [84, 118]. While Meta’s blog post suggests a comprehensive and in-depth
review, the actual management assertion and public accountants’ letter do not include any concrete “controls” that
were, in fact, investigated. Both documents are also dated on the same day. That raises significant doubts about the
extent of the audit. Hence, it isn’t particularly surprising that the audit missed all short-comings identified in this
paper.

https://transparency.dsa.ec.europa.eu
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Table 1. Social media platforms and their transparency disclosures

Platform Terminology Metrics Coverage Format Audit
Facebook cse rounded piece counts Q Q3 2018– one html page, csv ✘

Google csam piece & report counts H H1 2020– one html page ✔

Instagram cse rounded piece counts Q Q2 2019– one html page, csv ✘

LinkedIn child exploitation piece counts H H1 2019– one html page · · ·
Microsoft cseai piece counts H H1 2020– Excel file/period · · ·
Pinterest cse, csam piece & report counts Q/H H1 2020– two html pages ✘

Quora · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Reddit minor sexualization, csam piece & report counts H 2021– html page/period ✔

Snap cseai piece & report counts H H2 2019– html page/period ✔

Telegram · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
TikTok sexual exploitation of minors piece fractional share Q Q1 2022– html page/period, csv ✘

Tumblr · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Twitter cse unique piece counts H H2’18–H1’22 one tabbed html page · · ·
WhatsApp · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Wordpress · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
YouTube csam piece & report counts H H1 2020– one html page ✔

ncmec csam report counts Y 2019– pdf/table · · ·

2.3 Terminology

While the title of Chapter 110, 18 us Code references “children,” section paragraphs are expressed in terms of minor,
i.e., per §2256 “any person under the age of eighteen years.” The same section also defines child pornography in terms
of minor. In contrast, ncmec uses child sexual abuse material or csam. Others use child sexual exploitation and abuse

imagery or cseai. The two terms are largely synonymous and either seems preferrable over child pornography because
they more clearly delineate illegal imagery featuring minors from legal adult pornography. In contrast, child sexual

exploitation or cse is more general and covers, for example, grooming and trafficking as well.
This paper generally uses minor instead of child—even if ecpat’s terminology guidelines make a rather convoluted

argument for the opposite [48]. Not only is minor the legally accurate term, but informal usage of child tends to imply
prepubescence and child sexual anything increasingly has inflammatory, politicized impact. Nonetheless, when refer-
ring to imagery depicting the sexual abuse of minors, this paper follows ncmec’s precendent and uses the acronym
csam. Furthermore, when discussing the transparency disclosures of a particular platform, this paper uses the plat-
form’s terminology, including the acronyms defined in the previous paragraph. Finally, since CyberTipline reports are
called just that, reports, this paper used the term transparency disclosure to avoid confusion between the two types of
reports.

During the research, the author saw a number of news articles referring to the National Center on Sexual Exploita-
tion (ncose) as if it was ncmec. Previously known as Morality in Media, that organization is a right-wing advocacy
group with a deeply homophobic and sexphobic history [146]. Since its re-branding in 2015, it has softened some of
its more extreme positions. It even tried to ingratiate itself with the lgbtq+ community [53]. Alas, disavowing one
of its worst smears does not make a sincere apology. Furthermore, it doesn’t help that the same blog post insists that
ncose’s sexphobic opposition to all pornography and sexwork is supportive of the community.

https://transparency.fb.com/reports/community-standards-enforcement/
https://transparencyreport.google.com/child-sexual-abuse-material/reporting
https://transparency.fb.com/reports/community-standards-enforcement/
https://about.linkedin.com/transparency/community-report
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/corporate-responsibility/digital-safety-content-report
https://policy.pinterest.com/en/transparency-report
https://www.redditinc.com/policies/transparency
https://values.snap.com/privacy/transparency
https://www.tiktok.com/transparency/en/community-guidelines-enforcement-2023-3/
https://transparency.automattic.com
https://transparency.twitter.com/en/reports/rules-enforcement.html
https://transparency.automattic.com
https://transparencyreport.google.com/child-sexual-abuse-material/reporting
https://www.missingkids.org/cybertiplinedata
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3 SCRAPPY AUDITS OF SOCIAL MEDIA TRANSPARENCY REPORTS

In selecting platforms for scrappy audits, we started with Buffer’s list of the 20 most popular platforms in 2022 [81],
dropped the five platforms targeting China because they are unlikely to adhere to the same governance standards,
dropped Facebook Messenger because it is part of the already included Facebook, replaced Microsoft Teams and Skype
with Microsoft because the firm does not offer more granular transparency disclosures, and added Tumblr because it
became a destination for users leaving Twitter as well as employees laid off by the firm in the wake of Elon Musk’s
takeover [107]. Finally, to cover all platforms owned by the same corporate parent, we added Google and Wordpress.
When compared to the eu’s list of very large online platforms and search engines, the list does not include five e-
commerce firms, three adult-oriented platforms, and one not-for-profit. However, it does include Quora, Reddit, Tele-
gram, Tumblr, WhatsApp, and Wordpress, which apparently do not have enough European monthly users to qualify
as very large. Like Microsoft, Google does not make more granular transparency disclosures. Hence the list contains
Google only once, whereas the eu distinguishes between Search, Play, Maps, and Shopping in addition to YouTube,
which is included in both lists.

Table 1 provides an overview of the selected platforms and their transparency disclosures about the sexual exploita-
tion of minors. In addition to platform names, which link to the platform’s transparency disclosures where available,
the table comprises the following columns: Terminology lists the terms used to identify violative content as introduced
in Section 2.3. Metrics indicates disclosed quantities, with pieces referring to individual photos and videos and reports

referring to CyberTipline reports. Coverage lists the granularity of disclosures and the covered calendar range, using Q
for quarterly, H for semiannually, and Y for yearly. Pinterest is designated Q/H because its statistics are calculated per
quarter but released only semiannually. Reddit is designated H but lists a start year because the firm started out making
annual disclosures but then switched to semiannual ones in 2022. Format indicates the file format of disclosures, and
Audit shows the platform’s audit performance.

A quick glance at the table suffices for determining that five out of the 16 surveyed platforms make no transparency
disclosures about the sexual exploitation of minors. In fact, Telegrammakes no transparency disclosures at all, whereas
Quora andWhatsApp havemade only legally required, minimal privacy disclosures. Meanwhile, Automattic doesmake
regular disclosures for Tumblr and Wordpress, but only covering government requests and intellectual property.

Only a little less obvious is the fact that only three out of 16 platforms make disclosures in machine-readable format.
Meta has been releasing csv files for Facebook and Instagram since q2 2021. TikTok released Excel files from q3 2021
to q3 2022 and has been releasing csv files since. The project’s GitHub repository collects these csv files. Since Meta
simply updates the file accessible through the same link every quarter, we have been collecting quarterly snapshots
since q2 2022 and filled in previous releases through the Internet Archive.3 Microsoft’s use of Excel files is curious
because they only contain the data points for the reporting period in a nicely formatted spreadsheet. Twitter’s trans-
parency reports include a menu item to download csv data but we never could get that to work, even before Musk’s
takeover of the firm. The GitHub repository also contains machine-readable versions of all other transparency disclo-
sures. We extracted them with ad-hoc scripts and advanced text editor features where possible and otherwise fell back
onto manual data entry.

Out of the sixteen platforms, Telegram is the only platform based outside of the United States and hence not subject
to 18 us Code §2258a’s reporting requirements. The other 15 platforms including TikTok are headquartered in the us

3https://web.archive.org/web/20240000000000*/https://transparency.fb.com/sr/community-standards/

https://web.archive.org/web/20240000000000*/https://transparency.fb.com/sr/community-standards/
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and hence are subject. According to ncmec’s transparency disclosures, the 15 us-based platforms do submit CyberTi-
pline reports. Alas, only five platforms belonging to four corporations disclose the number of reports filed, enabling
a comparison with ncmec’s disclosures. They are Google, Pinterest, Reddit, Snap, and YouTube. An additional three
platforms belonging to two corporations disclose their transparency data in machine-readable form, enabling a com-
parison with previous disclosures. They are Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok. The rest of this section discusses the
detailed audit findings; it is organized by platform but combines those owned by the same corporation. We start with
ncmec.

3.1 The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children

In 2020, ncmec started making transparency disclosures by releasing two multipage pdf documents with a table each
listing CyberTipline reports by electronic service provider (esp) [92, 94, 96, 99] and country of the suspected user [91,
93, 93, 95]. In 2022, the organization added a third pdf document with a table listing notifications sent to esps [97, 100].
It also began releasing an actual, written report [101, 102]. While the latter did contain some of the same material,
ncmec provided a more complete and meaningful accounting of its work only in 2023, when it released its report to
the Department of Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention [103]. Section 4 makes extensive use
of the report and its data.

While scraping the data from ncmec’s pdf files, we did encounter data quality issues with the organization’s break-
down of CyberTipline reports by country. In particular, the data included two entries for the same country, labelled
“French Guiana” and “Guiana, French;” entries for the Netherlands Antilles in addition to the three island states result-
ing from the Antilles’ split in 2010; Bouvet Island even though this subantarctic Norwegian territory is an uninhabited
nature preserve; and “Europe,” presumably meaning the continent, in addition to pretty much all European countries.
Taken together, problematic countries account for less than 250 CyberTipline reports per year from 2019 to 2022. Hence
we dropped them.

3.2 Meta: Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp

Meta’s transparency disclosures do not include CyberTipline reports but photos and videos, or pieces, that feature the
sexual exploitation of children. As indicated by the dashed vertical line in Figure 1, Meta originally collected that data
for Facebook only and started to account for Instagram as well with q2 2019. As indicated by the solid vertical line
and different bar colors, Meta switched metrics from “Child Nudity & Sexual Exploitation” to “Child Endangerment:
Sexual Exploitation” with q2 2021. While the names suggest that the former includes the latter metric, the jump in
piece counts that quarter suggests otherwise.

By searching for “Meta Community Standards Enforcement Report q2 2021” with an external search engine, we
eventually found a blog post [35] linking a pdf document with the explanation [36]. The latter metric also includes
“Sexualization of children” and “Inappropriate interactions with Children.” While these activities are related to minor
safety as well, they don’t seem obvious choices for combination into a single metric. The fact that Meta did so anyways
suggests an ulterior motive, such as trying to impress readers by the sheer number of successfully intercepted pieces.
However, that is speculation.

Table 2 provides a little more context by relating Meta’s piece counts to CyberTipline report counts and then iden-
tifying Meta’s share of all CyberTipline report counts (as disclosed by ncmec). In this table (and several subsequent
ones), the 𝜋 stands for product and the column shows the multiplicative factor relating reports to pieces. Remarkably,
Meta detects and reports roughly nine times as many incidents involving the sexual exploitation of minors as everyone
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Fig. 1. Pieces maybe containing cse on Facebook and Instagram (Meta)

Table 2. CyberTipline reports for Meta (Meta and ncmec)

Year Pieces 𝜋 Reports % Total
2019 39,368,400 2.48 15,884,511 94.3
2020 38,890,800 1.92 20,307,216 94.7
2021 78,012,400 2.90 26,885,302 92.2
2022 105,800,000 3.89 27,190,665 85.5

else combined! Yet despite its industry-leading efforts, Meta still misses sexually exploitative activities targeted at mi-
nors on both Facebook and Instagram, with pedophiles having dedicated groups and csam producers advertising their
wares [61, 62].

At the same time, there is evidence that piece counts severely overstate the problem. To improve prevention, Meta
developed a taxonomy for capturing the intent behind shared csam [15]. It also started displaying automated warnings
tailored according to intent [25]. While the firm did not report on longer-term outcomes of those warnings, it did
report some striking statistics about intercepted csam. Notably, 90% of pieces reported to ncmec during October and
November 2020 had been reported before or were visually similar to previously reported content, with six videos
accounting for more than half of the reported content. Further analysis of 150 accounts reported to ncmec during July
and August 2020 as well as January 2021 showed that 75% of them didn’t share csam with malicious intent but “for
other reasons, such as outrage or in poor humor (i.e. a child’s genitals being bitten by an animal).” Unfortunately, Meta
has not been disclosing any further statistics, though the firm recently announced its plans to do so [85].

As already discussed in Section 1, Meta’s disclosures for Facebook and Instagram diverge for some fraction of
historical quantities. Between q3 2021 and q4 2022, an average of 102 or 4.1% of such quantities differ every quarter,
affecting a wide range of metrics and going back years. But in q1 2023, the number of affected values dropped sharply,
to 18 or 0.6% and the next two quarters see no such divergent quantities. These counts may very well be undercounts
because of Meta’s practice of rounding quantities. The timing of this improvement in data handling points to the eu’s
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Digital Services Act, with Meta reigning in data fluctuations just before the eu Commission designated Facebook and
Instagram as very large online platforms on April 25, 2023 [33]. Still, the verdict is clear: Facebook and Instagram fail
the audit.

Meta does not make meaningful transparency disclosures for WhatsApp. However, as ncmec’s disclosures for 2021
and 2022 demonstrate, Meta does file CyberTipline reports for WhatsApp: 1,372,696 in 2021 and 1,017,555 in 2022.

3.3 Google and YouTube

Table 3. CyberTipline reports for Google and YouTube (Google and ncmec)

Year Pieces 𝜋 Reports Δ% NCMEC
2019 · · · · · · · · · · · · 449,283
2020 4,437,853 8.10 547,875 -0.2137 546,704
2021 6,696,497 7.69 870,319 0.6278 875,783
2022 13,402,885 6.16 2,174,319 0.0105 2,174,548

Table 3 shows the combined number of pieces and reports for Google and YouTube, tabulating Google’s and ncmec’s
counts. The difference is less than 0.7% per year, which seems acceptable. Hence Google and YouTube pass the audit.

3.4 LinkedIn and Microsoft

Even though Microsoft owns both LinkedIn and Skype, it treats LinkedIn as a separate entity, with independent brand-
ing, logins, and transparency reports, whereas Skype and Microsoft Teams are lumped in together with the rest of
Microsoft’s services and hence also transparency disclosures. Both Microsoft and LinkedIn report only pieces, not
reports, and hence their counts cannot be audited.

3.5 Pinterest

Table 4. CyberTipline reports for Pinterest (Pinterest and ncmec)

Year Pieces 𝜋 Reports Δ% NCMEC
2019 · · · · · · · · · · · · 7,360
2020 · · · · · · 3,432 ≡ 3,432
2021 1,608 0.599 2,684 -14.94 2,283
2022 37,136 1.127 32,964 4.08 34,310

Table 4 shows the number of pieces and reports for Pinterest, tabulating Pinterest’s and ncmec’s counts. The maximum
difference is almost 15%, which seems too big an error. For divergent csv data, the responsible party is clear. For
divergent CyberTipline report counts, it is impossible to determine with certainty which side, Pinterest or ncmec or
both, made tabulation errors. However, Pinterest is the more likely party, given that ncmec’s counts agree with those
for the other audited platforms. While both organizations would be well advised to validate disclosed quantities for
2021 and 2022, we attribute the failure to the likely culprit: Pinterest fails the audit.

3.6 Reddit

Table 5 shows the number of pieces and reports for Reddit, tabulating both Reddit’s and ncmec’s counts. The counts
aren’t just close, they are identical and Reddit passes the audit.
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Table 5. CyberTipline reports for Reddit (Reddit and ncmec)

Year Pieces 𝜋 Reports Δ% NCMEC
2019 · · · · · · 724 ≡ 724
2020 · · · · · · 2,233 ≡ 2,233
2021 9,258 0.920 10,059 ≡ 10,059
2022 80,888 1.538 52,592 ≡ 52,592

In the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s latest audit in 2019, Reddit fared best, receiving five out of five possible
stars [23]. That ranking is undeserved. First, Reddit changes some number of disclosed metrics every report, which
makes tracking changes impossible. Second, Reddit got one star for providing meaningful notice upon taking down
content. While it committed to doing so when it touted its adherence to the Santa Clara Principles in 2019 [114], the
firm doesn’t do so in practice. Instead, Reddit makes extensive use of shadow-banning, with content long deleted from
Reddit still appearing as visible to the users who posted it. Changing “reddit” to “reveddit” for any Reddit url
surfaces such content for everyone [54].

3.7 Snap

Table 6. CyberTipline reports for Snap (Snap and ncmec)

Year Pieces 𝜋 Reports Δ% NCMEC
2019 · · · · · · · · · · · · 82,030
2020 · · · · · · · · · · · · 144,095
2021 · · · · · · · · · · · · 512,522
2022 1,273,838 2.31 550,755 0.0601 551,086

Table 6 shows the number of pieces and reports for Snap, tabulating both Snap’s and ncmec’s counts. The difference
is less than 0.07%, which is acceptable. Snap passes the audit, albeit based on only one pair of data points.

3.8 Telegram

Telegram does not make transparency disclosures. Furthermore, since it is headquartered in Dubai, it does not need
to report csam to ncmec. However, ncmec reports that Telegram does respond, albeit slowly, to its csam notifications.
In 2021, Telegram received 229 notifications and took 8.0 days to act on average. In 2022, it received 73 notifications,
taking 5.1 days to act on average. By comparison, the industry-wide response time in 2021 was 1.22 days on average.

3.9 TikTok

TikTok is one of only two surveyed companies to release transparency data inmachine-readable form. However, almost
all data is of limited accuracy even in the absence of data quality issues, since TikTok mostly discloses percentages
instead of counts. Furthermore, some of the data, including the sexual exploitation of minors subcategory of the minor

safety category, is incomplete: TikTok reports the fractional share for the subcategory for human moderation only,
making it impossible to calculate the full count.

For the second quarter of 2023, TikTok updated its community guidelines, including how it organizes violative
categories. In its transparency report for q2 2023, the firm declared [133]:
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This report reflects our updated Community Guidelines, which took effect in April and provide our
community with more transparency about our rules and how we enforce them. After consulting with
more than 100 organizations globally, we overhauled how we organize our policies, simplified the
language we use, and added granularity to help everyone, from creators to researchers, easily access
the information they need. We’ve also refreshed various data visualizations to make them easier to
read and understand, including for people with color vision deficiency.

However, in reality, category names and organization becamemore confusing and less granular. The firm also continues
to report fractional shares only.

To wit, before the update, the clearly named category minor safety included the sexual exploitation of minors,
grooming behavior, physical and psychological harm of minors, harmful activities by minors, as well as nudity and
sexual activity involving minors [134]. The five subcategories are largely self-explanatory; though past transparency
reports helpfully added that the final subcategory largely comprises “minors inminimal clothing” and “sexually explicit
dancing.”

In contrast, consider the new category of safety & civility. Not only is it obviously coarser, but its only seven sub-
categories also are clearly coarser. Furthermore, their descriptions do not seem well differentiated [133]:

• Harassment & bullying: We do not allow language or behavior that harasses, humiliates, threatens, or doxxes
anyone.

• Violent behaviors & criminal activities: We do not allow violent threats, incitement to violence, or promotion
of crimes against people, animals, or property.

• Violent & hateful orgs & individuals: We do not allow violent and hateful organizations or individuals, or the
promotion or material support of them.

• Hate speech & hateful behavior: We do not allow any hateful behavior, hate speech, or promotion of hateful
ideologies.

• Human exploitation: We do not allow promoting or facilitating human exploitation, including trafficking and
smuggling.

• Sexual exploitation & gender-based violence: We do not allow showing or promoting physical, sexual or image-
based abuse, sextortion, or sexual harassment

• Youth exploitation & abuse: We do not allow any youth exploitation or abuse, including child sexual abuse
material, pedophilia, or youth nudity.

To add insult to injury, subcategories and their explanations are only accessible through tooltips when pointing to
slices of an otherwise unmarked pie chart. But even with the explanations, the distinctions between the first five
subcategories can be subtle and border on arbitrary. Worse, what used to be an entire category with five subcategories,
minor safety, now is just one subcategory.

TikTok released Excel files from q3 2021 through q3 2022 and csv data thereafter. While data is already marred for
the above stated reasons, we can still determine quarter-over-quarter stability of historical disclosures. Alas, the three
comparisons between q4 2022 and q3 2023 (the latest available) yield over 900 non-duplicated rows, each specifying
a single quantity, and that only after manually fixing column names to be consistent. Spotchecks reveal the use of
different names for what should be identical categories and what appear to be unrounded floating point numbers.
TikTok fails the audit.
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3.10 Twitter

Unlike other surveyed platforms, Twitter discloses counts of unique pieces. The idiosyncratic choice of metric seems
designed to downplay the problem and hencemislead readers. Related disclosures don’t seem any better. Consider 2021:
Twitter disclosed 12,883 unique pieces that, per ncmec, resulted in 86,666 CyberTipline reports. While that seems real-
istic, Twitter also claims to have suspended 1,050,751 accounts for child sexual exploitation. That’s 12×more accounts
than reports, even though a report describes a single incident and hence typically involves only a single user.

Since Elon Musk’s takeover, X née Twitter made one more transparency disclosure, covering Twitter before the
takeover, while also announcing the cessation of such disclosures. Its only dsa disclosure so far has the rather peculiar
reporting period August 28 through October 20, features several tables with 28 columns (one for each eu member
country and one for the sum) and around 30 rows as well as two tables with 28 columns and 83 rows, but does not
provide the data in aggregate or machine-readable form. It almost seems like the disclosure is designed to be inscrutable
on top of being meaningless thanks to its reporting period.

4 ONLINE SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF MINORS

Having performed the scrappy audits, we now describe what those disclosures tell us about the sexual exploitation of
minors online, with a focus on social media from 2019 to 2022. This section builds on the data contained in ncmec’s re-
port to the Office of Juvenile Justice andDelinquency Prevention [103], but also draws onncmec’s disclosures of reports
per country [91, 93, 95, 98] and platforms’ disclosures of CyberTipline reports and pieces, as presented in the previ-
ous section. For context, the overview also draws on the computer-science literature about cryptographic/perceptual
hashes and the legal as well as medical literature on teenage sexting.

Somewhat ironically, this section wouldn’t be possible without the growth-obsessed, effectively neoimperialist and
neocolonial business practices of us-based internet services and the resulting near-global reach of social media plat-
forms [22, 132]. All surveyed platforms besides Telegram must report content and activities related to the sexual
exploitation of minors to ncmec, independent of users’ locations, and hence produce data for most countries on Earth.

4.1 Key Metrics

Before diving into the data, however, it helps to define key metrics. For completeness, that includes important met-
rics not included in current transparency disclosures. The foundational metric for this paper are CyberTipline report
counts. They record detected incidents, that is, prohibited activities and materials that have already come to a platform’s
attention (and hence have also been curtailed). As such, they are roughly indicative of the spread of sexual exploita-
tion of minors across internet platforms, but we’d need additional metrics for prevalence, pieces, victims, and reach to
provide a complete baseline.

First, prevalence is the fraction of content with a given characteristic, in this case the sexual exploitation of minors.
That makes prevalence the most direct metric for characterizing the spread of such content. However, we have no
data on prevalence. Even Meta, which is unique amongst surveyed platforms in using random sampling to provide
prevalence statistics for other violative content, has not done so for csam. Still, it seems safe to assume that csam
imagery is more likely to be detected with increasing prevalence.

Second, pieces represent the volume of such imagery, i.e., count photos and videos with csam. CyberTipline reports
include such imagery as attachments, but their number depends on the reported activity or content. For example, a
CyberTipline report about a misleading domain name has no attachments, whereas a report about a distributor of csam
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may have a large number of attachments. Unlike for prevalence, we do have data on the relationship between reports
and pieces. Section 3 already included platform-specific pieces per report in table columns labelled 𝜋 . Section 4.2 below
explores the distribution of reported activities. Section 4.3 explores global pieces per report counts, including unique
as well as visually similar pieces.

Third, victims counts exploited minors. Whereas unique and similar pieces provide deduplicated counts for imagery,
victims provides deduplicated counts for all activities and focuses on the human impact. Its rate of change, of course,
characterizes how rapidly a violative activity is changing. But since it reflects the number of minors newly impacted by
online sexual exploitation, it probably also comes closest to characterizing its human harm—especially when combined
with basic demographic data. ncmec apparently does track victims and uses that information during triage of reports,
prioritizing those with unknown victims. But no statistics covering the victims of CyberTipline reports are publicly
available. In the absence of such statistics, we’d do well to treat other metrics with healthy skepticism when they are
used as proxies, as this paper does.

Fourth, reach characterizes characterizes the exposure of others to violative content, which qualifies as a secondary
harm. Like for digital ads, reach is best measured in view impressions—until content takedown, in this case. Meanwhile,
the uptime of violative content is not an accurate measure of reach but rather the operational efficiency of a platform’s
content moderation. For that reason, it may be interesting as a secondary metric. Starting with YouTube in 2021,
many social media platforms are now reporting reach as view impressions [105]. This paper doesn’t further explore
the metric besides noting that histogram binning strategy matters: Google and Pinterest use cutoffs at 1, 10, and 100
views [46, 110], which are not only suitably small but also isolate the semantically important zero views. Meanwhile,
Twitter used cutoffs of 100 and 1,000 views [139], which mostly speaks to the inadequacy of its content moderation.

When collecting metrics, the measured population obviously matters. When it comes to csam, people interested
in acquiring such imagery have used various technologies to find each other and exchange such material [125]. Even
relatively recently, such modalities included peer-to-peer systems and the dark web. While mobile communication
tools currently appear to be the dominant technology, people very likely continue to use peer-to-peer systems and the
dark web. Alas, none of the data in this paper reflects activities on peer-to-peer systems or the dark web.

4.2 CyberTipline Reports and Their Topics

Figure 2 plots yearly reports since inception of the CyberTipline in February 1999 as a black line. It also shows two
least-squares-fit lines, with the piece-wise linear fit in green and the exponential fit in red. In its ojjdp report, ncmec
describes this growth as “exponential.” While the sharp acceleration around 2014 does remind of exponential curves,
the growth before 2014 and after 2014 didn’t consistently accelerate. In fact, growth has been slowing of late and, given
Meta’s markedly smaller piece counts for the first three quarters of 2023 as shown in Figure 1, its average pieces to
reports ratio as discussed in Section 4.3 below, and its over 80% share of all CyberTipline reports, that slowdown will
very likely hold for 2023 as well.

Table 7 breaks down CyberTipline reports by violative activity from 2020 to 2022. Rows are sorted in descending
order of counts for 2022. As the table makes ample clear, the vast majority of reports, over 99.5%, concerns child
pornography or csam. At the same time, the remaining fraction of a percent of reports still represents devastating
harm to minors. For example, ncmec separately discloses that in 2022 1.66 reports have the same perceptually similar
attachments and hence are redundant. If we assume a similar relationship between reports and victims for sex traf-
ficking, 18,336 reports for that activity in 2022 correspond to more than 11,000 minors being trafficked, which is an
uncomfortably large number even in a global context.
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Fig. 2. Yearly CyberTipline reports (per NCMEC)

Table 7. CyberTipline violative activities in descending order for 2022 (ncmec)

Activity 2020 % 2021 % 2022 %
Child pornography 21,669,264 99.62383 29,309,106 99.69870 31,901,234 99.50780
Online enticement for sexual acts 37,872 0.17412 44,155 0.15020 80,524 0.25117
Obscene material sent to child 3,547 0.01631 5,177 0.01761 35,624 0.11112
Child sex trafficking 15,879 0.07300 16,032 0.05453 18,336 0.05719
Child sexual molestation 11,770 0.05411 12,458 0.04238 12,906 0.04026
Misleading words/images online 8,689 0.03995 5,825 0.01981 7,517 0.02345
Misleading domain name 3,109 0.01429 3,304 0.01124 1,948 0.00608
Child sex tourism 955 0.00439 1,624 0.00552 940 0.00293

Table 8. CyberTipline reports and attached pieces (ncmec)

Year Reports 𝜋 Pieces 𝜋 Unique Pieces 𝜋 Similar Pieces
2020 21,751,085 3.00 65,344,724 2.39 27,333,171 4.62 14,141,118
2021 29,397,681 2.88 84,795,507 2.32 36,625,281 3.85 22,005,389
2022 32,059,029 2.72 87,179,813 2.01 43,399,901 3.21 27,136,862

4.3 CyberTipline Reports and Their Attachments, i.e., Pieces

Table 8 relates CyberTipline reports and attached pieces, that is, pictures, videos, and other documents (including pdf
files). It provides a global view in addition to the platform-specific data already included in Table 2 for Facebook and
Instagram, Table 3 for Google and YouTube, Table 4 for Pinterest, Table 5 for Reddit, and Table 6 for Snap. Columns
labelled 𝜋 for product show the multiplicative factor relating grouped counts to the number of pieces in the fourth
column. Unlike previous tables, Table 8 counts pieces in three different ways:

• Column #4 contains the total number of pieces (as in other tables).
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• Column #6 contains the number of unique pieces, filtered with md5.
• Column #8 contains the number of perceptually similar pieces, filtered with PhotoDNA and Videntifier.

In other words, the sixth column doesn’t count a photo or video if the md5 hash function produces the same value as
for a previously counted photo or video. Likewise, the eighth column doesn’t count a photo or video if the PhotoDNA
or Videntifier perceptual hash function produces a similar value. The critical difference between the two kinds of hash
functions is that a small change in input to md5 produces a completely different value, whereas a small change in
input to PhotoDNA or Videntifier produces almost the same value, thus allowing for the detection of visually similar
material [38]. Alas, the use of md5, PhotoDNA, and Videntifier also is highly problematic.

First, cryptographically secure hash functions should make it practically impossible to construct an input for a given
output. While that isn’t practical for md5 in the most general case, so-called preimage attacks, it is practical for more
restricted cases, notably chosen prefix attacks [128]. But even a single known pair of colliding inputs, which have
been published for md5 and sha1, suffices for constructing pairs of pdf documents with different visible contents and
identical hashes [79, 127]. With some limitations, images in the jpg and png formats as well as videos in the mp4 format
are vulnerable to such attacks as well.4

If internet platforms and ncmec usemd5 hashes to identify csamwithout human intervention, as they apparently do
already, that opens up the possibility of attacks that are designed to close down accounts or to trigger a law enforcement
investigation akin to swatting. An attacker would need access to at least one known csam hash, construct a document
that has the same hash, and socially engineer the targeted user into posting that document. Given the devastating
consequences of a false positive for csam [58], the possibility of such attacks argues strongly against the continued use
of md5—and sha1 for that matter. However, even though these vulnerabilities aren’t particularly new, dating back to
2012 and 2017, ncmec was still asserting in 2023 that “[i]mages that share the same md5 hash are identical,” displaying
no awareness of the problem [104].

Second, Microsoft’s PhotoDNA [37] is widely used for csam detection, probably as a result of the firm making
the technology freely available to organizations such as ncmec. While Microsoft has kept the exact algorithm secret,
it has not only been reverse-engineered [77], but practical second preimage attacks have been documented [112].
Furthermore, despite Microsoft’s claims otherwise, it may be possible to recreate low resolution versions of the original
images from PhotoDNA hashes, i.e., csam [8]. In other words, PhotoDNA is even more susceptible to adversarial abuse
than md5 [126].

Third, little is known about Videntifier’s algorithm, which was developed by the eponymous Icelandic firm in col-
laboration with ncmec. That makes it impossible to assess its strengths and weaknesses. While PhotoDNA’s history
suggests that such secrecy can delay but not prevent public scrutiny, the more troubling lesson from other percep-
tual hash algorithms is that they just aren’t very robust. Notably, Meta’s pdq [26] doesn’t perform all that well and
is also vulnerable to second preimage attacks [78, 112]. Despite relying on a machine learning model to identify im-
age features, Apple’s NeuralHash suffers from similar limitations, including (again) susceptibility to second preimage
attacks [131].

When comparing overall and platform-specific report and piece counts, Meta’s and Snap’s numbers are fairly close
to the overall ratio. But Google’s and YouTube’s are significantly larger, whereas Pinterest’s and Reddit’s are signifi-
cantly smaller. Since Google, Reddit, and YouTube passed audits of their report counts and Pinterest’s report counts
aren’t that far off, these discrepancies most likely reflect real differences in platform usage and content moderation.

4https://github.com/corkami/collisions

https://github.com/corkami/collisions
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However, only the platforms are in a position to identify what factors make the difference and none of them provide
an explanation. Such divergences between platform-specific and industry-wide statistics are not covered in any best
practices guidelines but also are just the phenomena that stick out when closely examining transparency disclosures.

4.4 Global Distribution of CyberTipline Reports

To consider the global spread of csam, we turn to ncmec’s reports per country covering 2019–2022 [91, 93, 93, 95].
As discussed above, the data does have minor quality issues, but they impact less than 0.001% of the reports, i.e., are
negligible. However, making meaningful comparisons between countries also requires normalizing the data. While the
number of countries’ internet users would form the most suitable denominator, we could not find an up-to-date and
accurate dataset with that information. Almost all datasets claiming to do so, including the Worldbank’s, trace back to
the International Telecommunication Union (itu). But that dataset has not been updated for years for many countries
and provides percentage fractions of countries’ populations only. Instead of scaling population counts by outdated
and hence unreliable fractions, we instead decided to use population counts by themselves. In particular, the United
Nations provide up-to-date, yearly statistics, even if they often are (informed) estimates.

That normalization strategy also is the first of two major caveats about using reports per capita, country, and year
in this section. If different countries have significantly different shares of internet users when compared to the entire
population, then their reports per capita, country, and year will be skewed proportionally and hence their absolute
magnitudes are incomparable. Though relative trendswill still bemeaningful. In practice, comparisons based on reports
per capita favor Sub-Saharan African countries, which have much lower internet penetration than much of the rest
of the world. That is reflected in the data: When ranking all subcontinental regions by absolute CyberTipline report
counts, West-, East-, and Southern Africa place in the third quartile. But when ranking them by reports per capita, the
three regions place in the fourth quartile.

Independent of dataset used for normalization, it’s a good idea to drop localities with tiny populations. For instance,
in 2021, the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, an Australian territory in the Indian Ocean south-westish of Sumatra, had a
population of 593 and 168 CyberTipline reports. The resulting outlier of 0.283 reports per capita is seven times larger
than the next largest quantity of 0.040 over all four years. On a linear, continuous color scale (which nicely avoids
futzing with histogram binning strategy, one of the dark arts of data visualization), that effectively compresses the
color range for all other countries to shades surprisingly similar to that for zero.

The second major caveat concerns the numerator, i.e., report counts. If countries’ online populations significantly
differ in what platforms they use, then cumulative report counts may bemore reflective of differences in csam detection
than differences in populations’ csam usage. That is trivially the case for countries with a large share of platforms that
are not us-based, notably the People’s Republic of China. While the country appears in ncmec’s disclosures, with a
maximum of 7,644 reports for 2021, the small number most certainly is a direct result of China banning many foreign
websites and services including social media. In fact, out of the 16 surveyed platforms and firms, only Microsoft Bing
and Skype, Snap, and Wordpress were accessible through Top10VPN’s testing tool5 in January 2024. North Korea’s
international rogue status is similarly reflected in the data: Its maximum was 9 reports in 2020. By comparison, South
Korea, with about double the population, had 100,709 reports that same year.

A comparison based on reports per capita, country, and year still is meaningful thanks to Meta’s astounding global
reach and its overwhelming lead in reporting csam. Notably, over the four years covered by ncmec’s disclosures, the

5https://www.top10vpn.com/tools/blocked-in-china/

https://www.top10vpn.com/tools/blocked-in-china/
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Fig. 3. Reports per capita, country, and year. The four choropleth panels plot CyberTipline reports per country and year over un

population size per country and year using an Equal Earth projection. Colors continuously range between white for 0.000 through

yellow and red to black for 0.040.

size of Meta’s family monthly active people grew from 2.69 billion during q1 2019 to 3.74 billion during q4 2022. That is
35–47% of theworld population including China—or 43–57% excluding China!Meta alsowas responsible for 94.3% of all
csam reports in 2019, 94.7% in 2020, 92.2% in 2021, and 85.5% in 2022. In other words, the vast majority of CyberTipline
reports reflect Meta’s screening for csam amongst the roughly half of humanity counting as the firm’s monthly users.

Figure 3 illustrates reports per capita, country, and year, using un population data to normalize report counts, a
colorscale capped by the maximum value over all four years, and the Equal Earth projection [119]. In addition to being
aesthetically pleasing, that projection is equal-area and hence suitable for choropleths. Maps for 2019 and 2020 are
largely consistent with the map included in in [18] based on earlier, non-public ncmec data. Since their analysis is also
based on CyberTipline reports and hence subject to similar limitations as this one, the consistent results suggest that
csam sharing patterns did not much change between the two studies.

Alas, the analysis does surface one oddity: Members of the 22-country strong Arab League have noticeably high
reports per capita over the covered four years; though they markedly and consistently decline over that time span as
well. At the extreme, either the United Arab Emirates or Libya is the country with the most reports per capita for each
of the four years. Meanwhile the decline becomes obvious if we treat the Arab League as a country: It would rank 15th,
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18th, 19th, and 26th, respectively. Furthermore, per capita rates for those countries do not increase whereas those for
the rest of the world do increase, with the total number of reports doubling from 2019 to 2022. While we cannot explain
this oddity, the fact that the United Arab Emirates and Libya are highest ranked for two out of four years even though
they are polar opposites when its comes to wealth and political stability does point to some shared cultural trait. Alas,
that shared trait may very well be a bias by content moderation systems!

4.5 Relationship between Victims and Offenders

In addition to providing additional data on CyberTipline reports, ncmec’s report to the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention [103] also contains information about its Child Victim Identification Program, which main-
tains a separate database tracking the identities of minors appearing in csam. Apparently, many law enforcement
agencies contribute csam found during investigations to the database and also provide, if known, information about
the relationship between victims and suspected offenders. Unfortunately, ncmec presents this information broken
down by pieces and unique pieces but not by person. Furthermore, while yearly piece counts are just below or well
over one million, the number of minors in the database appears to be much smaller. In particular, ncmec added 773
minors in 2020, 1,477 minors in 2021, and 4,464 minors in 2022. Given the small number of victims, this section also
draws on equivalent statistics published by ojjdp based on the fbi’s National Incident Reporting System Master Files
for 2018 and 2019 [106].

The majority of suspects are members of the victim’s extended family, accounting for 64.2% of all unique pieces in
2022. That includes fathers with 30.4%, step-fathers with 8.1%, uncles with 8.0%, and the guardian’s partner with 6.3%.
Another 24.6% are socially familiar, including family friends, neighbors, and teachers. The rest are online enticement
with 9.3%, trafficking with 1.4%, and strangers with 0.5%. By comparison, ojjdp’s statistics attribute 53.1% to a victim’s
family, 44.7% to acquaintances, and 2.2% to strangers. If we treat online enticement as involving acquaintances as well,
the statistics are roughly the same, with the offenders being family members in the clear majority of cases and strangers
in less than one thirty-second.

It seems safe to conclude that drag queens, which count as strangers, do not figure prominently as threats. However,
fathers and step-fathers most certainly do. Hence, moms for liberation would be well advised to reject the yoke of
child-abusing patriarchy and instead rear their children within lesbian relationships!

4.6 Missing Data on Teenage Sexting

ncmec provides statistics on age and gender only for minors newly added to its Child Victim Identification Program
but not for CyberTipline reports. But even if it did, that wouldn’t suffice for separating out reports about voluntary and
consensual teenage sexting. Sexting matters because it is very popular, with prevalences in a recent meta-analysis at
19.3% for sending, 34.8% for receiving, and 14.5% for forwarding without consent [88]. While the latter is ethically prob-
lematic, the harsh penalties of Chapter 110 hardly seem an appropriate tool to foster teenage learning. Yet according
to federal law, teenage sexting qualifies as csam all the same.

Advocating an abstinence-only approach to sexting is bound to fail just like prior abstinence-only sex education did,
despite the us spending over $2 billion on such programs since the 1990s [43]. While ncmec doesn’t quite advocate ab-
stinence, its webpage on the topic6 seems rather dismissive of teenagers who are sexting, featuring the above statistics
under the technically correct but nonetheless misleading heading “Most Teens Are Not Texting,” and then offers only

6https://www.missingkids.org/netsmartz/topics/sexting.

https://www.missingkids.org/netsmartz/topics/sexting
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potential negative consequences under “Protect yourself,” none of them actionable advice that might help teenagers
protect themselves. Furthermore, the page does recommend reporting any inappropriate incident to the CyberTipline,
reassuring readers that “it is not the child who is at fault.” Given us law, that seems positively misleading.

While federal prosecution of sexting teenagers is unlikely, the same cannot be said for us states. 23 out of 50 states
have no exemption for consensual sexting by teenagers on the books. The other 27 do, but still punish even consensual
sexting, typically as a misdemeanor [59, 60, 130]. Worse, lower penalties may have the pervese effect of making state
prosecutors less reluctant to charge teenagers [52]. Even if that isn’t the case, 62% of state prosecutors in one survey
have handled such cases and 36% initiated prosecutions [145]. While they claim to have done so largely for cases
where teenagers were abusive, it takes little effort to find examples where that was not the case, often with disastrous
consequences including suicide [28, 40, 70, 80, 86, 147]. Against that background, ncmec’s apparent indifference to the
topic and the lack of data on its share amongst CyberTipline reports is positively troubling.

4.7 Summary

Overall, the analysis of available transparency data on the sexual exploitation of minors shows an alarming growth of
detected imagery and other activities over the last decade and hence is in line with similar observations by, say, the
New York Times [24, 72]. In particular, since the vast majority of that growth is due to a single organization, Meta,
much of that growth is very likely true growth and not attributable to improved awareness and detection technology.
The analysis also suggests that existing detection technology, notably md5 and PhotoDNA, is easily abused and hence
should be phased out. At the same time, Meta’s investigation of apparent intent and the lack of data on teenage sexting
also suggest that current statistics are not sufficiently differentiated and hence significant overcounts. Clearly, more
robust detection technology and more fine-grained statistics are urgently needed!

5 DISCUSSION

Since audits and analysis have different overall thrusts, distinguishing between them for structuring this paper’s ex-
position made eminent sense. But in practice, the distinction between audits and analysis was far less clear and their
connection more organic: We simply kept poking at the data to make sense of available statistics. The transition from
just poking quantities to telling a coherent story grounded in the data is just what needs to happen for transparency
disclosures to result in meaningful accountability. That suggests several takeaways about transparency disclosures in
general and about their presentation. We start with higher-level observations.

First and not surprisingly, there is a bottom threshold for metrics and data to be useable in data-driven story telling.
In particular, without having overall statistics on the relationship between CyberTipline reports and pieces, the varying
platform-specific ratios were impossible to classify. ncmec’s publication of its report to the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention (ojjdp) not only filled that hole but provided several more helpful statistics.

Second and more unexpectedly, there is value even in incomplete or buggy transparency disclosures as long as

they can be combined with similar disclosures by other organizations. It helps when one organization’s disclosures
are general and robust enough to provide a foundation, as ncmec’s ojjdp report did for the previous section. But
with that backbone in place, we could rely on platform-specific disclosures to add interesting detail, even if they, like
Pinterest’s, were not entirely accurate. That should serve as warning against simply dismissing existing disclosures as
“transparency theater” [27].

Third, transparency disclosures run counter the scientificmethod. Quite literally: The latter requires the formulation
of hypothesis and research questions before the selection of metrics and, if not already available, the collection of data.
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Yet here, civil society and other interested outsiders need to make do with the data already collected and disclosed by
platforms. While actual practice isn’t quite as lopsided as that (with civil society influencing platforms’ practices to
some degree), this modus operandi is reflective of data “science” in general and leads to predictably imprecise results.
To stick to theatrical metaphors: If you were performing to an empty room every night, how much effort would you
put into your performance?

The implication is that meaningful platform transparency requires continuous engagement with outside stakehold-
ers. It also requires adjusting disclosed metrics in response to outside questions, e.g., about teenage sexting. That does
complicate life for regulators, who would prefer to just pick from a menu of internationally agreed upon metrics [51].
However, keeping disclosure requirements adaptable does notmean that regulation is inadvisable or impossible [27, 73].
On the contrary, as argued above, Meta sticking with its historical disclosures after two years of significant churn illus-
trates the beneficial impact of regulation. Similarly, the eu’s statements of reasons database promises to enable more
scrappy audits for all of content moderation [137]. At the same time, an effective regulator really needs to have their
own research and data divisions to engage platforms [68, 69].

In addition to these more general observations, we do have concrete suggestions for improving transparency dis-
closures. Notably, fancy, irregular layouts and statistics embedded in text obfuscate the data. ncmec actually did start
reporting violative activities and attached pieces a year earlier, in its CyberTipline 2021 Report [101]. But that didn’t
register when we scanned the written report because of the layout and long passages of low-information text. Mean-
while, the more focused presentation of the ojjdp report with its simple, inline tables registered immediately.

Having said that, raw counts in machine-readable form, i.e., csv, are much preferrable. Having to say so for data
originating from some of the largest technology firms in the world feels a bit surreal. But the fact that many of them
fail to do so even for dsa disclosures despite the act’s explicit requirement only underlines the importance of this point.
Also, do not round numbers. They are inaccurate and (literally) do not add up. Do not include (percentage) fractions.
They almost always are rounded as well and hence inaccurate.Worse, if the original denominator isn’t readily available,
they get in the way of recovering counts. That is the case for TikTok’s cse disclosures as well as for the itu’s data on
internet users per country.

6 OUTLOOK

To improve the accountability of social media platforms, this paper presented an audit of transparency disclosures for
16 major platforms by comparing redundantly or repeatedly disclosed quantities. Even though the audit methodology
is rather basic and focused on an area with legal reporting mandates, the sexual exploitation of minors, audit results
were not exactly encouraging. Out of the 16 surveyed platforms operated by 11 technology firms:

✘ 3 platforms do not make transparency disclosures;
✘ 2 platforms do not make transparency disclosures about content moderation;
✘ 3 platforms make such disclosures but do not meet audit requirements;
✘ 3 platforms failed the audit of repeatedly disclosed historical data;
✘ 1 platform failed the audit of redundantly disclosed CyberTipline reports;
✔ 4 platforms passed the audit of redundantly disclosed CyberTipline reports.

Despite these significant shortcomings, the existing data still helps characterize the sexual exploitation of minors
across social media platforms and countries. At the same time, the overview would have been impossible without
more comprehensive disclosures by the clearing house for reporting such activities, ncmec.
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Based on experience with audits and analysis, this paper argued that meaningful transparency disclosures require
continuous engagement by platforms and civil society alike. But getting social media firms to fully embrace such an
iterative transparency process and make good faith disclosures may turn out to be difficult. Meta illustrates why. The
firm has been industry-leading in its efforts to suppress the spread of csam. Not only does it detect the vast majority
of cases, but it has the longest track record of releasing statistics to the public, has consistently supported ncmec over
the last several years, with two employees serving as board members until recently, and performed helpful research
to better characterize the sheer volume of csam.

But as the audit demonstrated, those transparency disclosures also suffer from serious data quality issues. Meta sim-
ilarly misreported advertising metrics to customers [13, 63–65, 142], platform usage data to a Harvard-based research
consortium [135], and adverts in its transparency database [117, 121, 123]. Human error is a plausible explanation
in all these cases. Though one research group with consortium access to Meta’s data also published a rather pointed
critique about its quality well before the discovery that the dataset was incomplete and hence unusable [56, 57]. That
experience prompted even the consortium head to call for industry-wide regulation [109].

Meanwhile, moving too fast does not suffice for explaining several other cases. Notably, Meta kept violating non-
discrimination laws in advertising for years, despite having been repeatedly notified of its noncompliance [5–7, 74, 75,
82, 136]. Next, as the author discovered during their employment, the firm also manipulated view impressions, only the
most basic advertising metric, to its own economic benefit [49]. Despite its significant efforts on minor safety, the firm
did run an advertising campaign (for TikTok nonetheless) that sexualized teenage girls for the benefit of middle-aged
straight men. When employees raised concerns, the firm cut off their access to information about the ad campaign but
otherwise continued running the ads [122]. In the aftermath of the us presidential election and attempted coup and
facing a barrage of criticism, Meta deplatformed the academics who had been collecting the data enabling many of the
above news reports about the firm’s ad database [29, 30]. At that time, the firm also disbanded the team responsible
for its CrowdTangle transparency tool [116], with the project’s founder leaving the firm a few months later [55] and
Meta “pausing” sign-ups for new users a few more months later [108].

With the Digital Services Act, the eu created a powerful but measured, multipronged oversight and enforcement
mechanism. On paper, the dsa more than suffices for reigning in a firm with a long track record of moving either too
fast or too deviously. However, doing so in practice will likely require active intervention to prodMeta into compliance.
Whether the commission and member countries’ regulators can muster the necessary stamina and wherewithal is an
open question. Unfortunately, their track record over six yearswith gdpr is less than impressive [17]. In otherwords, we
are well-advised to grow the arsenal of scrappy audits and other means for holding social media accountable. Luckily,
the eu Commission has already provided us with a new tool for doing so through the statements of reasons database.
While other researchers have already performed a first comparison of database entries with aggregate dsa transparency
disclosures, full automation of these audits seems an important next step for holding social media accountable for
counts in their transparency disclosures!
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